
BY 

The “semantic which has been 

ssible representation of the semantic factor structures, 
and also with the dation ok these scales for various groups# of subjects. 

But there arc more possibiliries for this technique, as has been shown in 
the examples contained in Osgood’s boo . For instance, by regarding 

und as dimerz+ions of a semantic space, it is pos 
ngs of notions in terms of a space model, in which 

have a certain place. This can be done, if we dispose of a 
of contrasting pairs of notions, which gives the best possible representation 
of the factor structure; a system, therefore, t e separate scales of w 
show a loading in only one single factor. 

There are certain difficulties connecte the right treatment of SS 

E: present study is intended firstly to give an example of the application 
ad’s technique in the above-mentioned sense, an 

some of the difkulties which may occur in doing so. 

E~OD AIM TEC~IQUE 

Our experiment has been perform th a group of 

selected according to the criteria whit 
an equal distribution over 

Female; Over 25 years - Under 2 
of Psychology (plus some graduates) - Not 

These subjects were invited to evaluat 
on the eight scales proposed by ese eight scales are represent- 

ative of three factors: I 
377 
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. ‘Value Factor 1 

tency Factor trast) 

strong - weak 

I mimic Factor ad’s Activity 

changtng - constant 
active - passive 

The best distribution of the wei g of all three factors is obtained by 
a summation of the results of the 

emotional aspects to be e 
of the foll~ctwing order: 2 

1. 7. ear 
2. 8. Pity 
3. 9. Anxiety 
4. Rage 10. Aversion 
5. 11. pleasure 
6. 12. 

The subjects evaluated these twelve emotions against each of the eight 
’ ‘contrast pairs”‘, ich, as usual, were aced at the extremes of seven- 
roht scales. The re given a booklet, which on each page one of the 

elve emotions was mentioned, together with the eight contrast scales, in 
a random order, different for each page.3 

One or two days after the subject had made his evaluation of the twelve 
notions according to what they me t to him or her, they were presented 
with a second task, namely an evaluation on the same eight scales of their 

1 In Dutch: I Waarde Factor: mooi-lelijk; goed-slecht. 
II Botcntie Factor: groat--klein; diep-oppervlakkig; sterk 

-zwak. 
III Dyrramtik Factor: snel-langtaam; wisselend--gelijkmatig; 

actief-passief. 
2 n Dutch: ergernis,, haat, berusting, boosheid, bewondering, gekwetstheid 

angst, medelijden, benauwdheid, afkeerp leedvermaak, schuld. 
:3 method of Ipresentation differs from that used by Kouwer, who also 

mixed the notions to be evaluated in a random sequence. In our case this method 
hm thhe drawback that (as we found) one is never ‘quite certain whether a notion 
Xt63 e~~alu&ed by the subject has the same meaning if presented in the begrinning 
or later oln, in other wl!xds, whether in both cases t’5e same notion X is evaluated. 
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canvasser for a ste 

rment of animals. 0 the mouth of 

aris physician, who killed at least 

25 women. (Art. 289 IV. v. St-.) 

he criteria, used for the selelction of these re 

1” ate of the case not later than 195 

2” Contents described in the least ssible “sensational” manner, thllas 

tual descriptions (7 the 8 cases were taken from th.e 
terdamsche Courant, a rather dignified liberal Newspaper). 

e instructions, given to the subjects in both parts of 
were based on a translation of <the written instructions used 
In our experiment too, written instructions were presented 
In the second part these were supplemented by a verbal ex 

order to make it clear to the subjects, that they should not evaluate th.e 
content of the re rts themselves, bit %e emotions to whit 

rist. If this was omitted, 
to fr the instructions. 

4 The number given in 
code which are broken., 

the ,subjects generally found it mot impossib 

parentheses indicate the articles of the utcb penal 
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The in&correlations between the eight subgroups are all of the same 
significant below the level of 0.001 (t > 3.87). 

particularity is the somewhat devia suPt in the group of male 
ologists over 25 years of age, in w me graduate psycholo,@ 

uded. Th.ey are in accordance w semantic pattern of 
groups, but tend to more le n the scales, which 

3 to .- 3, this group “extreme” of _t 1.0, 
seven other groups show an average “extreme” of k 
first-mentioned grou can be said to tend to be more cautious 

in their evaluation. Ihere the group is small this might be merely 
coincidental. 

rted in Table 1 are exact to -1- 0.02. In able 2 the results 
been summarized, by totaling 

which represent the same semantic dimension (cf. above, and 
.3 p. 11). 

3 fact, the values reported in Table 2 therefore represent the or ates 

of the various notions and reports in the semarmtic “spa=” which the 

present case is a three-dimensional one. 
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can be clearly demon&r 

The most striking relationships in meaning are the following: 

a) 

b) 

d 
d) 
f9 

age, 
atred, Fear, Aversion, and 

addition). 

undedness and Anxiety. 

rts A, C, and 

The rather strong mutual relationship between all reports. 

ction of the last-mentioned as ct we find that t 

relationship between the reports is a rather stringent and rectilinear one, 
gely but not completely coincides with one of the semantic dime 
r if we compute the spread of t meaning of all eight reports in 

tic spree, we obtain the follow 

-... 

6 In this, we have not compared the scales, as Quwer did* but the separate 
emotions am d reports. 

a This model is based OQ a computation of global ordinates from the results 
in Table 2, in which the distance from the central point of the space is 

Y= qm, the angle with the axis A’ in the pl.ane (X, u) = L tg Y/X, and 

the angle of the line Y with this plane (X, Y) = ,L, tg ~~- 
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pread i 

generally the cruelty tc;8 animak is “Reavily loadeg9 with emotional factors, 
hence a reaction wit 

at all reports are expe- 

rting from the order of the reports i 

s which emoti an be attributed to 
various reports (all values over 3.00 have been omitted). 

TABLE 4 

B F D G A E C H 

9 Anxiety , _ . . . . . . . 2.88 2.48 

11 Resentful pleasure . . . . 0.92 2.29 2.76 2.89 
6 Woundedness . . . . . . 2.51 2.56 2.08 

1 Annoyance. . . . . . . . 2.07 2.61 1.77 3.00 

4 Rage . . . . . . . . . . 2.88 

10 Aversion. . . . . . . . . 1.52 2.91 2.74 

7 Fear . . . . . . . . . . 2.29 2.38 

2 Hatred . . . . . . . . . 2.25 0.96 

’ Recently (4th of October 1959) th: World Society for Prevention of Cruelty 

to Animals made a proposal to aggre.varz the penalty upon this offence to a 
maximurn of two years! (actually the maximum is 6 weeks in the Netherlands.) 



arity in emotional atmos 
ten&y” (the degree, in which the emotion 

arizkg the results, we come to t 

tly between male and 
female s:~bjects, psychology students sychology students’, 

e results of a factor-analysis actor 

factor shows only insignificant loadim gs and can refore be neglected.. 

results of the total experimentti group can be summarized in a 
tieediimensional model, in which the absolute distances are a measure 
for the semantic conformity between the emotions evaluated and the 
notions. re appear to be striking similarities between the various 
emotions and notions. 

4) reactions on the reports are I?redomi.nantly determined by the 
e potent ,y of the evoked reaction is roughly directly 
eriousness of the criminal act concerned in terms 

cruelty to a a.ls evokes a relatively much 
‘“stronger” reaction. 

5) There exists a relationship between a number of emotions and the 
rts, which suggests the manner in which the reader is emotionally 

“afkcted”‘. ith increasing seriousness o the offence, the reactions 
come more “loaded” with emotion. 

int of the conclusions rmulated above, it 
utiousLstatement by ck: “. . . it doesrr”t 

ely hypothesis that the universal experi s c f man generare 
on phenomenologicai background” 
inclusion presents itself, w’bile it pected diierenccs 

r irutance between men and women, 
s is in open contr ction, for instance, to the opinion 
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ualities in the w43rI 

~~tte~~f-fact exist 

results “suggest that to the extent 

cant ~~~stio~ which must be rslised here, is: lfow 

the one hand it cou. 
coarse an instrument for a clear differentiation of even rela.tively clear 

y, in view of the st 
n the other hand it is possible tha 

phenomenological approach gives special attention to diffe 
and female ience which might be qualified as diffcre 
viewed, as it through a maguifying glass. 

If these differerkes were as deep as uytendijk suggests, we might we 

wonder that men st 
a very important index of inner different 
Such differences, however, do not exis a difT,:rence in 

shade which may in p 
moreover, tends to di emancipation of womiln. From 
different modes of existen- uniform semantic structures may be obtained, 
and hum pliancy in reaching one uniform experiential 
radically different attitudes should not be derestimated. In 

to the above, a further question occurs. distinction between men and 

women as well as between rsons over and under 25 years is essentially 

made beforehand, to biolog 1, social, chronological or 0 
if a comparison of the results of the various subgroups d 
significant differences in semantic pattern, this does not mean that such 
differences could not be brought to light by other divisions 3f the group of 
subjects than those actually made. If there are differences in semantic 
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st,~ct~re between two or more groups of subjects, it sho 
rentiation frown t/k resz&s kknsedves, rather t 
, there might brought to light QiEeren 

some “natural” (e.g. biological) criterion, or ra 
might lead to a new working hypothesis. 

given to the space-model. 
s of the various emotions an 
dkate an average value f!x 

we were only concerned with geneaar semantic dif- 
ferentials. li. the distributions for the various ordinates s accounted 
for in the model, it would be better not to speak of meaning-points, br.1’ of 
me g-&.&em: each mea ue is situated, as it were, in t 
meanmg-area, in which all s s of meaning have their pl 
the mean value itse is no more than a resultant, comparable to a “point 
of highest probability”. The value of this average, this global meaning, is 
that it lies at the basis of mutual social comprehension between human 
beings. The varkus individual semantic valuations ovxlap in this point. 

may now ask whether it would be possible to give a further analysis 
Of meaning-clusters in order to come to a further differentiation in the 
rn~~an~g of a notion. This question is of great importance, because pram- 
tically no single notion is purely unequivocal, so that meaning of a 
~c!~tion shows a certain ambivalence. Starting from this it might also 
kzome ssible to bring a differentiation in the al group, for 

ce according to the prevalence of one or more of the diflerent 
meamngs which are all aspects of the general meaning but which as such 
do not manifest themselves separately. 

ndeed a further differentiation in the semantic structures may be made 
by way of factor-analysis, by correlating an subsequently factor-analyzing 

resold of all subjects in a non-selected group with res ct to one single 
represent the separate “com- 

oadings in the different factors 
a dichotomous or 

series semantic struct 
I 

h.ere, because it req 
r-able amount of computation. referably, the number of scales 

too should not be toti 



ially corroborates the view 

emotions, lies in the general emotional intensity or “meanin~~lness~ which 

e distance of the ordi ates from the zero-point 
of the semantic space. atred is experienced as a “fuller” and more 

emotion than the other two. 
osely related. From Table 2 it can 

although there may be so 
stem from the physical ar 
seems to be an importa 
no exhaustive explanation. 

A mutual comparison of 
emotional value are to an im 
in one semantic dimension: 

dness is less evident, 
t that both notions 

ut this is of course 

433 of differences 

teney, resp. increasing negative value, 
ankings -+ (e = 0.84): 

This indicates a general conformity between both dimensions, as far as 
rience-value of criminal re rts is concerned, although offences 

which are experienced as very bad (cruelty to animals) not nece,ssarily 

8 As has been done by Osgood, for instance in the case of “Eve White” and 
“Eve Black” (4, 6). 



fH ==-3.0 I- 1131.5 wlhic =t: 
- - 
=: 

that public emotion on offen 

n imp%ication of the fact 

e case of aore serious 

cant differences 
females etc. could be found, 

henomenally the same me g for all of these groups, and that in other 
words, here too the experience is a common one to a 
not mean that the final behavior patt 

considerably, as in fact they found to do. But the conform- 
ir ~ndamental emotion mea 

y the relation to olfence and offender is 

e other hand, it is not unlikely that 
ial seman.tic structure in jurists w 

ve3 ah application of the tee of the “semantic differentiai” by 
in the Dutch validation by T. 

and the emotional value of eight newspaper reports on 
crimes are evaluated on eight contrast-scales by a sample of 50 subjects. 
x&s are in agreement with the findings of other investigators (e g. Osgood, 



y consisting of three inde- 

e semantic meanin cantly between men an 
under 25 years of age, nor 

ysis showed only 
correlations between the various 

in a tree-d~ension~ odel, which has been 

sub 2 and the sta 
nornen~~o~c~ view 

beyond their factnat importance. 
ns af thp_ meanings in semz.ntic 
around central “points” which 
are the differences in semantic 

lytomies) of the sample. e didn’t 
ree dichotomies sub 2. Therefore 

estiag the sample to bring out potential differences in meaning, 

regard to the emotional meartiing of the newspaper reports on crimes, the 
suggest that this meaning does not in the first piace differ structurally in 

er differs gradually with its 
seriousness. (This problem has been elaborated theoretically in a study in: 
Tijdschr. v. Criminologie (7)). 
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